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UTIC deliverable 5: 
Interrogating the public-private 
distinction in SIGINT activities





Here comes Big Tech

Top largest companies in the world by market value in 2018 (in 
billion U.S. dollars (Statista, 2018)



Big Tech and the veneer of 
counter-culture



Big Tech post-Snowden: 
Resistance or cooperation?



Staged resistance



On encryption or 
surveillance reform, 
resistance was actually 
very limited



By virtue of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 
Google provided data on:

-  14,000 user accounts in the first semester of 2013;
-  48,500 accounts in 1st semester of 2017

= a 350% increase

(Google Transparency Report)



In France:

1st semester of 2013: 
- Google was served with 2,011 requests by French 

authorities (it complied with 49 % of them); Facebook 
was served with 1,547 requests (39 % compliance rate)

1st semester of 2017
-  In the first half of 2017, Google received 5,661 requests 
(it complied with 63 % of them); Facebook, 4,700 
requests (74%)

= a 360% and 570% increase in the number of requests 
for which some data was produced, respectively.

(Google and Facebook Transparency Reports)



Surge in surveillance will continue



In censorship too (terrorist 
propaganda, and beyond)



In censorship too



“National security” takedowns sent to Google by governments globally 
(Google Transparency Report)



“We need a fundamental shift in the 
scale and nature of our response – 
both from industry and governments 
(…)”

Theresa May, september 2017



Big Tech, the vanguard of new 
bureaucratic paradigms (in the 
security field and beyond)







“Data is the 21st century equivalent of a global natural 
resource, like timber, iron, or oil previously – indispensable 
for sustaining military innovation and advantage. The next 
global conflicts will be fueled by data. The rapidly 
expanding power of new mathematical and computing 
techniques to reveal insights into intentions and 
capabilities, and to enhance accuracy, lethality, and speed, 
depend on immense data sets to train algorithms and from 
which to extract information. The data that provide the raw 
materials from which to identify patterns, as well as the 
anomalies that defy them, constitute the fuel that powers 
the engine of machine learning (ML).”

Recommandations of the Defense Innovation Board (DoD, october 
2017). 



  

For  Google’s Director of Defense and Intelligence Sales, “Through 
the use of Google's capabilities (..), the government gets innovation 
fast and with significantly reduced cost”



Back to censorship and surveillance:

What are the effects of these new 
public-private assemblages?



Two major results:
- privatisation (extrajudicialisation)
- automation

(remember Robocop?)



Hybrid Rule:

“political elites (...) rely on the private sector to shield 
national security activities,” thus “expanding state 
power while constraining democratic accountability” 

(Hurt and Lipschutz 2015, p. 2).



(source : Andrews Duane, « Report of the Defense Science Board Task 
Force on  Information Warfare-Defense (IW-D) », 1996).



A profound shift in the history of the 
justice system and of the state?
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